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Graph showing the status of CPA applications with a timeline from 26-Oct-22 to 15-Mar-23.
Status of Consolidated Permit Application (CPA) Completeness

• All of the baseline data reports have been accepted as complete
• The CPA is not yet considered complete
  • 235 unresolved CPA comments
  • 98 of these comments need to be resolved for completeness
• Stantec is starting work on the Environmental Evaluation
  • Coordinating with the BLM
Status of Consolidated Permit Application (CPA) Completeness

• Next Steps
  • Resolve the 98 CPA comments
    • The timing is dependent on applicant addressing the comments and state agencies evaluating the additional material
  • TRT determines the CPA to be complete
  • DOGAMI issues a Notice to Proceed (NTP)
    • The NTP starts the 225-day clock for state agencies to have draft permits to DOGAMI
  • Stantec completes the Environmental Evaluation (EE) and the socioeconomic impact analysis
    • EE must be completed at least 60 days before draft permits can be issued
    • There will be public notice and public comment on the competed EE